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From the

Dean

It’s been a summer of extremes in Minnesota—drought, floods
and tornadoes. When Minnesota was hit by several weather
and non-weather emergencies, Extension responded.
Throughout the summer of 2007, Extension
helped communities and individuals through the
devastating impacts of weather and non-weather
emergencies. While some areas of the state needed
assistance dealing with drought issues, others faced
severe flooding. Extension educators, faculty and
staff taught classes, provided fact sheets, answered
questions and interviewed with state and local
news media, all in a coordinated effort to make
accurate and relevant information available.
“In the past 200 years, I can’t find another point
in time when Minnesota’s landscape was exhibiting
this range of hydrological extremes,” said Mark
Seeley, University of Minnesota Extension climatologist and meteorologist.
There are many indications these changing patterns will continue. As the
weather varies, Extension will continue to provide timely information and
news you can use. Watch the Extension website www.extension.umn.edu for
the latest information.
In Extension, we are fortunate to have daily opportunities to make a
positive difference on the environment, the economy, families, communities, youth—real people and real issues in Minnesota. In this edition of
Source, we bring you stories of Extension’s impact on your communities,
your neighbors and your state: improving fruit and vegetable production,
supporting families through divorce, enhancing water quality, protecting
Minnesota shoreland from invasion, responding to military deployment. I
hope you enjoy reading these stories as much as we enjoy telling them.
Sincerely,
Beverly R. Durgan
Dean, University of Minnesota Extension

Winterize
your seasonal
cabin’s septic
system
For Minnesota cabin owners, knowing the
proper way to close a septic system for
the winter helps to ensure a more positive
experience when opening your cabin the
following spring!

Some tips from Extension’s
Septic System Owner’s Guide:
Completely drain plumbing and fill all
traps with recreational vehicle (RV)
antifreeze, even if the heat is left on. Do not
use automotive antifreeze, salts or commercially available additives.
■

Turn off the water. If you have a highefficiency furnace, reroute it to a floor
drain or sump pump to prevent water from
entering the septic system. If you leave the
water on, eliminate leaks to prevent septicsystem freezing. Consider pumping the
septic tank.

■

Stop cutting grass in the area around Labor
Day to help insulate.
Check out more
helpful “How-tos”
on prolonging your
septic system’s life
through proper design, installation,
operation and maintenance. Extension’s
Septic System Owner’s
Guide can be purchased online for $4,
plus shipping at shop.extension.umn.edu
(search for item 06583).

For more septic system information, see
www.extension.umn.edu/OnsiteSewage
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T

erry Nennich knew he was onto something as he trekked through the lush flatlands of Normandy,
France, in the summer of 1999. The Extension educator from Crookston, had come to study fruit
and vegetable practices and stumbled upon horticulture’s version of a French revolution. The
region’s miniature, greenhouselike huts—known as high tunnels—blanketed the countryside.

Inside, the plants were thriving; the cool spring weather wasn’t an issue. A light bulb went on for
Nennich, comparing everything he saw to his home climate. One might say his French discovery kickstarted the high tunnel phenomenon in Minnesota.

High tunnel craze
feeds farmers’ markets
Extension works to
improve Minnesota’s fruit
and vegetable production

High tunnels, also called high hoops or hoop houses, are
temporary structures that extend the growing season. The
plastic-covered garden structures allow growers to roll sidewalls
up and down for ventilation and frost protection. Because the
system is enclosed, no rainfall enters the tunnel. Growers place
plants directly into the soil and water them with small irrigation tubes under the plastic.
Nennich saw how enthusiastic the French were about this
growing system. Fruit and vegetable growers now had a longer
growing season; yields were two to three times the size of conventional gardens; and consumer demand for these homegrown goods, a month earlier than usual, added extra clout to
what growers could charge. In addition, the protective walls
greatly reduced the need for pesticides, or eliminated the need
altogether, and new and different crops could be added to
the mix.
“If it weren’t for Terry, we would not have been able to do
this,” said Eldon Voigt, who, along with his wife, Melissa, grows
blueberries, onions, cucumbers, tomatoes and peppers on the
couple’s farm, Elm Tree Fruit Farm, LLC, in International Falls.
In 2004, the pioneer from the “Icebox of the Nation” first
worked with Nennich to learn how to grow tomatoes in high
tunnels. Today, Voigt sells at a roadside stand and to a local
deli. However, he is most enthusiastic about a new project he
and his neighbors have organized.

Extension engineer Jerry Wright (left), horticulture educator Terry Nennich and
soil scientist Carl Rosen (front) are part of a team of University researchers and
educators working to improve Minnesota’s fruit and vegetable production,
making a difference in the state’s farmers’ markets.
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On-farm research
provides key to
growers’ success
Conducting University research on local growers’
farms gives Extension soil scientist Carl Rosen and
engineer Jerry Wright the best scenario for studying
high tunnels in action.
The U’s Central Region Sustainable Development
Partnership funds the research.
There are more than 100 active farmers’ markets in Minnesota today, twice
as many as four years ago.

Dallas and Mary Flynn of Frazee monitor a high
tunnel and participate in the U’s on-farm research.
In exchange, the University monitors the tomatoes
and cucumbers grown in

“We’ve started a community farmers’ market with 10
vendors,” Voigt said. In late June, their community market
officially opened, selling locally produced goods Saturday
mornings in the lots outside Backus Community Center in
International Falls.
High tunnels didn’t spring up in Minnesota overnight.
Three years of collaborative research by Nennich, Extension soil
scientist Carl Rosen, engineer Jerry Wright and retired research
horticulturist Dave Wildung, as well as on-farm research,
helped lay a solid foundation. Then in 2004, Nennich and coauthors finished the University’s
manual on growing in high tunnels. There are an estimated 150
high tunnels in use throughout the
state, according to the group.
As the tunnel craze spread in
the Gopher State, the number of
farmers’ markets also began to
climb. Today, there are well over
100 active farmers’ markets in
Minnesota.
“Working with Terry and the U
has really changed everything for
us,” Voigt said. “I didn’t even see
Eldon Voigt sells his produce
myself getting into farming, much
at a new community market in
less starting a community market.”
International Falls, the “Icebox
of the Nation.”

their tunnel, analyzing
plant tissue, as well as
soil composition, moisture
and temperature.
Due to the high yields
in tunnels, soil is depleted
of nutrients much more
rapidly and in higher
quantity than in fieldgrown crops. Rosen and
his group analyze data,
such as how much nitrogen and potassium is

Dallas and Mary Flynn, owners
of Forest Glen Farm in Frazee,
grow fresh produce in a high
tunnel that is monitored by
University researchers.

taken up in the fruit. They
also study the benefits of adding soil amendments
such as compost before planting begins.
“We’re trying to develop a nutrient budget,” said
Rosen. “Things are really progressing. The growers
just have so much more confidence in knowing how
to manage the crop.”
For the Flynns, the biggest challenge has been
explaining their growing system to customers. “I
bring pictures with me every year because I get the
same questions, ‘Who do you buy your cucumbers
from?’” said Dallas Flynn, who sits on the board of
directors for the Minnesota Farmers’ Market

For more information on commercial vegetable and fruit production
in Minnesota, see www.extension.umn.edu/Vege&Fruit

Association. “The beauty of it is when they find out
it’s locally produced by me. They love that.”
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Extension’s Parents
Forever program
teaches divorcing
parents how to put
their children front
and center, instead
of in the middle.

L

eading field research shows that young people who experience family disruption are more likely than their peers to have emotional problems and low
academic achievement; conceive a child in their teens; and get into trouble
with the law. Fortunately, divorce education programs like Parents Forever

can help deter these negative consequences.

Parents Forever: Helping children through
the process of divorce

Judge Paul Rasmussen of Minnesota’s
9th Judicial District is one of many
advocates of Extension’s Parents Forever
program, which gives parents skills to
minimize the stress of divorce for
themselves and their children.
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As a result of high divorce rates, nearly 10
percent of all minors live with one parent,
and fewer than half of today’s children can
expect to live continuously with their biological parents during childhood. That’s why
Minnesota and several other states now
require parenting education for divorcing
parents with children under age 18.
Every day, Paul Rasmussen, a judge in
Minnesota’s 9th Judicial District, sees how
distressing divorce can be for kids. “Some
parents undermine the child’s relationship
with the other parent by placing the child in
the middle of the dispute, using the child as
a spy or a messenger, or degrading the other
parent in front of the child,” Rasmussen said.
Rasmussen is one of many supporters of
Extension’s Parents Forever program because

it gives parents skills to minimize stress for
themselves and their children. “The program
reminds parents that their role as co-parents
continues throughout the life of their child
and provides them with strategies to help ensure that the needs of their children are met.”
Since its inception in 1997, Parents
Forever has reached an estimated 20,000
parents. Currently available in 65 counties
across the state and in two languages, the
program is based on the latest research and
designed and tested by educators at the
University of Minnesota.
A 12-hour program guides parents
through “The Impact of Divorce on Adults,”
“The Impact of Divorce on Children,”
“Money Issues in Divorce,” “Legal Issues in
Divorce” and “Pathways to a New Life.”

Though most divorcing parents attend
separately, the classes typically draw a balance
of men and women, which helps broaden
perspectives.
In addition to parent education, the
program also features a “train-the-trainer”
component. In Minnesota alone, Extension
has trained about 700 professionals from
the public health sector, school districts,
private agencies and a variety of other
community institutions to deliver content
that engages participants and fits their individual situations.
Extension program leader Minnell Tralle,
who has led the Parents Forever team since
1998, is always amazed by the dedication of

A “train-the-trainer” component allows
professionals like Jan Higgins to teach
Extension’s divorce education programs
in their communities.

communities to the program. “Many people
are trained as trainers and do this without
getting paid. It’s evening and weekend work
for the most part—but they get involved
and they stick with it,” she said. “This is
important work that has the potential to
really help families. I think that’s why the
communities believe in it so strongly.”
Alongside her role as executive director
of the Friends Against Abuse program, Jan
Higgins has delivered Parents Forever in
Koochiching County since 2001. The program works, she believes, because parents
can quickly identify with the information
presented. “A lot of parents come in with the
attitude of ‘I’m just sitting here to do my
time,’ but then they find it really useful and
they’re glad they attended.”
Recent evaluation data supports the
program’s success. After participating in
Parents Forever, 75 percent of attendees
reported they had reduced conflict with the
other parent in front of the kids, and 66 percent said they cooperated better with the
other parent about their children.
“It’s changed me,” said one participant.
“It’s taken the focus more off of me and put
it on, ‘Where do my kids fall into play
here?’” Now that’s a lesson every parent
should learn.
For more information, see Parents Forever at
www.extension.umn.edu/ParentsForever

Creating a
parenting plan with
tools from Extension
In Minnesota, divorcing and never-married parents can create parenting plans
as part of their legal agreement for the
care of their children. We Agree facilitates this process.
The 52-page booklet gives parents
the tools to make
mutual decisions
that meet the needs
of their children as
they parent apart.
Who has the child
during the holidays? How should we
handle disciplining our child? These
are just a few of the questions that
divorced, separated or never-married
parents need to ask. We Agree can
help them work together to find the
right answers.
For more information, click on
“We Agree” under Parents Forever at
w w w.parenting.umn.edu

Family All Ways: New curriculum speaks to children of divorce
Adults aren’t the only ones who can benefit from divorce
education. Children need positive tools to deal with family
transitions as well. That’s the idea behind Family All Ways, a
youth divorce education curriculum geared toward 11- to
14-year-olds. Currently in development by University of
Minnesota Extension and North Dakota State University
Extension, the project evolved through interviews with youth,
parents, professionals and practitioners to determine the
educational needs of children related to divorce. “Middle
school is an area with the greatest gaps,” said Ellie McCann,

and a new school experience, better deal with the transi-

an Extension educator and the Family All Ways team leader

tions required by family change.” Following a series of pilot

and curriculum author. “This strength-based curriculum will

programs, Family All Ways is expected to launch statewide in

help an age group that is already dealing with adolescence

spring 2008.
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M

innesota, land of 11,842 lakes and 69,200 miles of rivers and streams, is also
home to a not-so-little dirty secret: Each day around the state, thousands of
gallons of sewage trickle or seep into lakes and streams from homes and

communities that lack adequate wastewater treatment. By helping communities
explore treatment options and choose what’s best for their circumstances,
Extension’s Small Community Wastewater Education Program is enhancing
Minnesota’s water quality and health.

Coming

Clean
Extension helps enhance
water quality in small
communities

“If you only knew the magnitude of this problem you would be less prone to let your kids
or grandkids swim in the lakes,” said
Extension educator Doug Malchow.
The problem Malchow is talking about is
the release of inadequately treated sewage into
Minnesota’s surface waters. For a variety of
reasons, ranging from lack of awareness to
lack of funds, small communities around the
state—perhaps 1,000 of them, according to
estimates by Minnesota Pollution Control
Agency senior pollution control specialist
Barbara McCarthy—have insufficient wastewater treatment and infrastructure manage-

ment. Meanwhile, many dispose of their
toilet flushings and other household wastewater through catch-as-catch-can (or can’t)
systems, ranging from pipes that drain right
into rivers to outdated septic systems that
ooze onto lawns or into lakes. Environmentally unsound, unhealthy and illegal, such
systems are in serious need of replacement and
ongoing care. But how?
As individuals, neighborhoods, cities and
towns struggle to upgrade their sanitation to
meet basic health standards, Extension’s Small
Community Wastewater Education Program
(SCWEP) is there to help.
“What we try to do is go out and work
with small communities that generally don’t
have a lot of resources of their own and hopefully help them better understand the process
they will go through to upgrade their wastewater treatment,” said Malchow, one of eight
members of Extension’s Onsite Sewage
Treatment Program team.
A small community’s first impulse when
trying to solve its wastewater blues often is to
turn to an engineering firm for assistance.
Such advisers often recommend large-scale
fixes—building a centralized wastewater treatment plant, for example, or tying into an
existing one—and they may not be familiar
with alternatives to the “big pipe.” A decentralized, soil-based treatment approach—
variations on individual septic systems—may
be cheaper and better-suited for the site.
“There can be multiple solutions to the
problem,” said Renee Pardello, Extension
natural resources and environment program
leader. “We provide communities with multiple

Inadequately treated sewage ends up in Minnesota’s
lakes and streams because many small communities
around the state lack sufficient wastewater treatment
and infrastructure management.
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options so they can select what’s appropriate to
them with respect to their community needs,
values and aesthetics.”
Malchow and his colleagues introduce communities to a five-step process for cleaning up
their act: Understand the situation, explore
options, make decisions, carry out the plan, and
manage the system. Through information sessions and hands-on help, the team members
help their clients ask—and answer—questions
such as “What are the different ways communities can handle their wastewater?” “Which
approach is best for us?” and “Who can help us
pay for this?”
“It’s great because they’ve got more knowledge than what we had,” said Pam Sheeran, city
clerk, council member and resident of Seaforth,
Minn., which began working with Malchow
three years ago to solve its wastewater treatment
problem. “For them to explain to the citizens the
different types of sewage options, it really helps
people understand it.”
Malchow notes that the communities are
not the only beneficiaries of Extension’s moneysaving advice. Lower costs means state and federal loan programs can help more communities
and more waterways.
“So we’re not only trying to help individual
communities make good choices, we’re helping
society as a whole. We’re helping to clean up the
environment. We’re helping to protect public
health. We’re helping make the taxpayer’s dollar
go a little further because they’re making more
informed decisions,” he said.
For more information, see septic.umn.edu/scwep/

City of Seaforth
finds its

wastewater
solution

Seaforth city clerk Pam Sheeran is part of
a team working with Extension to address
the town’s wastewater problems.

Seaforth, Minn., pop. 85 or
so, is like many small Midwestern
towns: two churches; a bar; white
clapboard houses with lilac-bor-

dered yards and kids’ trikes parked in the driveway; a dusty road—and a tiny
creek that carries raw sewage into the nearby river.
Seaforth put down roots in 1901, before anyone was too savvy about the
health and environmental issues surrounding wastewater. As residents put in
plumbing, most hooked their outflows to the clay drain tile that carries water
through town and eventually to the Redwood River. Today it has the dubious
distinction of being the only unsewered community in Redwood County.
“They knew they had to do something,” said Shane Hastings, community
programs specialist with USDA Rural Development. In 2003, the city called in an
engineering firm to help. The proposal—to run a line to the treatment plant at
nearby Vesta—came back at more than $1.4 million, a daunting cost for a town
where median annual household income hovers around $30,000.
Fortunately, Hastings let regional Extension educator Doug Malchow know
about Seaforth’s situation. In cooperation with community leaders, county staff,
and others, Malchow helped Seaforth residents explore options, test soils, put
together proposals for bids, and learn about funding opportunities. Today,
Seaforth is preparing to put in a soil-based treatment system that is expected to
be half the cost of the Vesta option, with lower operation and maintenance
expenses as well.
“They were very excited about it, and I’m kind of excited about it, too,” said

In southern Minnesota, Shane Hastings (left), community
programs specialist with USDA Rural Development, and
Extension educator Doug Malchow work together to help
small communities find resources to solve wastewater
management problems.

Hastings. “They saved themselves some money, they saved the government some money, plus they will be able to move forward with the project a
little sooner.”
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Update
The winter 2007 issue of Source
told the story of University of
Minnesota’s Team Aphid and its
mission to reduce the $200 million
in damage soybean aphids inflict
on Minnesota farms each year.
Government approval to field test
the ability of the aphid’s natural
enemy—a stingless wasp known as B. communis—to safely
destroy soybean aphids arrived this spring after six years of
research and extensive testing.
Team Aphid has begun testing in grower fields and at
research and outreach centers throughout the state. Regional
Extension educators, campus-based researchers and
Extension specialists, soybean growers, and Minnesota
Department of Agriculture scientists are part of the team
taking the research from the laboratory to the field.

D

ave Nicolai usually spends summers providing researchbased information on when to treat fields for soybean
aphids, non-native insects that originated in China that
damage soybeans and soybean yields. This summer the Extension
educator helped researchers find soybean fields to test the potential
of a beneficial insect to control soybean aphids. Binodoxys communis, a minute (1/25-inch) stingless wasp, is the first soybean
aphid enemy to pass the extensive government review required
for field testing.
Scientists hope this tiny insect will restore the balance that was
first upset when soybean aphids appeared in Minnesota soybean
fields in 2000. Soybean aphids thrive in U.S. fields, yet are tough
to find in China. “We imported the soybean aphid without any
of its natural enemies, organisms that keep aphids in check in
China,” said Dave Ragsdale, University of Minnesota Extension
entomologist. “Our researchers and Extension experts are working to re-establish that check-and-balance system in Minnesota.”
For more information see www.soybeans.umn.edu

Team Aphid begins

field tests
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4-H creates support
network for Minnesota’s

‘Hidden Heroes’

N

early 15,000 Minnesota children are affected by the military
deployment of a loved one.
When military parents living in civilian communities are
mobilized, their children suddenly have unique needs for special
support services,” explains Jim Deidrick, Minnesota 4-H state
military liaison. “These suddenly-military kids need to connect
with other youth in similar situations. They seek friends and
adults who can help them cope with their new world.”
This summer, the University of Minnesota Extension Center
for Youth Development and the U.S. Army were part of a team
that led 36 Operation Military Kids workshops throughout the
state, from Roseau to Winona, to support these youth.

“Hidden Heroes: How Deployment Impacts ‘Suddenly
Military’ Kids,” is a free outreach training program geared toward
community members. The programs were designed to offer
insight into military culture and the deployment cycle and
suggest ways to bring local community resources together to help
military kids and their families.
The workshops provided participants with strategies for
creating local support networks of youth workers, educators,
counselors and community-service agents throughout Minnesota.
Operation Military Kids is sponsored by Army Child and
Youth Services in collaboration with the University of Minnesota
Extension Center for Youth Development, Boys and Girls Clubs
of America, National Association of Child Care Resource and
Referral, American Legion, Minnesota Department of Education,
and National Guard and Army Reserve.
For more information, see www.extension.umn.edu/Military

A member of the Minnesota National Guard reunites with loved
ones in July at Camp Ripley in Little Falls.

Growing Native:
Protecting Minnesota shorelands from invasion

T

hat large stand of grass growing in your nearest wetlands,
streams or lakeshores, may be reed canary grass, an invasive,
non-native plant.
Reed canary grass, a rapidly spreading perennial grass with
2- to 8-foot-tall stems, reproduces by seed. Once established, it
spreads via vigorous, creeping underground stems called rhizomes, outcompeting most native grasses and flowers.
To protect water environments, Extension’s shoreland
specialists have been teaching Minnesotans how to manage this
invasive grass in order to maintain and restore native shoreland
plant communities.
“While the foliage of native plants provides food and shelter
for fish and other wildlife, and traps sediment before it enters the
water, reed canary grass has relatively shallow roots and does not
support the same diversity of wildlife,” explains Extension educator Mary Blickenderfer. “The deep and extensive root systems of
native plants also protect the shoreline from wave and ice erosion
and absorb nutrient-rich runoff.”

The first step in any shoreline restoration, then, is to control this aggressive grass, which
usually involves multiple applications of a glyphosate herbicide,
most effective in early fall. Once
the reed canary grass has been
controlled, native vegetation can
be established.
Learn more about aquatic invasive species and how to identify
most families of plants found in Minnesota lakes and rivers in a new
publication from Extension, A Field Guide to Identification of
Minnesota Aquatic Plants. Purchase this useful, laminated guide online at shop.extension.umn.edu (item 08242) for $20, plus shipping.
For more information on Extension’s Shoreland Education Program,
see www.extension.umn.edu/Shoreland
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‘Get real’ when
talking to teenagers

T

Balancing winning and losing
in organized sports
Teens learn important skills and values from organized sports
by observing the ways adult role models, parents and coaches
behave in relation to the players and the sport. In addition to being
aware of the lessons your behavior is teaching, here are some other
ways you can make the most out of your teen’s participation:
■

Discuss the role competition plays in the lives of family members.

■

Encourage the idea that everyone who achieves their goal
receives rewards.

■

Develop in your child a lifelong commitment to an active lifestyle and physical
fitness. Encourage your child to play because he or she enjoys it.

■

Focus on teaching life skills and allow your child to be involved in the decision
making about sports participation. Reinforce and support your child’s decisions.

Want to know more? See www.parenting.umn.edu

eens impact families in exciting and challenging ways. While many of us envision
conflict and rebellious behavior when we
think of teenagers, that isn’t necessarily the
norm. Parents can strengthen the parent-teen
relationship and build healthier families
through improved communication and decisionmaking skills.
University of Minnesota Extension’s newlyrevised fact-sheet series, “Teen Talk:
A Survival Guide for Parents of
Teenagers,” provides practical and
useful discussion guides for engaging teens about tough topics.
The research-based series helps
parents talk with their teens about
relevant issues, including sports
(“Winning Isn’t Everything”), employment, bullying, school success, parties, dating, alcohol and
marijuana use, to name a few.
The full set of fact sheets sells
for $4, plus shipping. Purchase it online at
shop.extension.umn.edu (search for item 08478).
You can review samples of selected fact
sheets and additional parenting resources at
www.extension.umn.edu/FamilieswithTeens.

